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Abstract—This paper studies and talks about the popularity of the 
concept of having an exclusive brand for just for online sales of 
mobile phones among Indian handset companies. Today you can sell 
almost everything on internet. In the radical new world of innovation, 
which is well known as the “Big Bang Disruption,” the speed at 
which core technologies become exponentially better and cheaper 
with each product cycle has resulted in the new products increasingly 
emerging from the recombination of off-the-shelf component parts 
instead of invention inside one company’s lab. 
Today the customers and companies both are ready to explore the 
online e-shops. This has motivated the organizations to use a new 
strategy to incite the consumers- To launch their products 
EXCLUSIVELY on internet. To create the sense of excitement and 
curiosity, and yes a lot of such organizations have been pretty 
successful in their endeavour. 
Looking at the impressive results for Chinese smartphone 
manufacturer Xiaomi. The private company, launched in 2010, is 
now China’s fifth most popular smartphone brand, offering high-end 
Android devices using many of the same components as industry 
leaders. 
In our paper we have reviewed the marketing strategies of such 
organizations, we explore the newly developed distribution channel 
being used by few lesser known brands to promote and sell their 
product with the help of e-commerce websites. We have done a 
research on understanding the mind-set of the young generation 
(Delhi). We have tried to review and research the buying behaviour, 
how often do they buy online, do they stay in touch with the upcoming 
offers on the internet, how much they trust the online medium and the 
upcoming new brands like XIAOMI and its likes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
With our paper we wish to examine and study the business and 
marketing strategies and techniques of the brands like Xiaomi 
which have adopted an exclusive online selling platform. With 
our paper we have tried to study the overall buying perception 
of the consumers, the awareness level of consumers viza-viz 

these brands and also their willingness to purchase smart 
phones from a lesser known companies like Xiaomi.  

It all started in mid-2014 when Xiomi launched its new range 
of smart phone in India. The world's 3rd largest smartphone 
distributor, Xiaomi designs, develops, and sells smartphones, 
mobile Apps and consumer electronics. Since the launch of 
mobile phones in India, the conventional distribution and 
selling channels have been used to market and sell the product 
across the country. While Finnish Multinational Nokia ruled 
the Business for years together as the market leader; the 
market saw a complete turnaround with the introduction of 
Smart Phones in India in 2010 when suddenly the paradigm 
shifted to Samsung.  

Samsung backed its good quality product and extensive range 
with lot of sales effort and marketing funds in attaining the 
position of number one in Mobile phone category both in 
terms of number and revenue. The main selling pattern 
remained the same as it was from the start of the mobile phone 
age in the country; the conventional selling pattern followed 
across the consumer durable industry. While the Brands 
focused on opening more and more brand showrooms where 
they could showcase their complete range of Mobile phones; 
they also made substantial investment in the developing multi 
brand retail outlets specialised for selling mobile phones. 

With this Research Paper we explore the newly developed 
distribution channel being used by few lesser known brands to 
promote and sell their product with the help of e-commerce 
websites. 

2. BUSINESS & MARKETING STRATEGIES OF 
XIAOMI 

The game changer though was seen in the mid of 2014 when 
India saw a un presidential change in the increase of online 
business in India. India saw a sudden surge in the e commerce 
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business with websites like Flipkart, Snapdeal and Amazon 
fuelled the market with aggressive marketing and really 
attractive and never ever seen lucrative offers. And we saw 
exponential increase in the sales of each of these websites 
business and a huge change in the mindset of the urban youth, 
which just a few months back was reluctant in buying 
anything from online. 

Riding the success factor of the newly developed trade 
channel a brave brand Motorola re launched itself in India 
through Flipkart.com with a lucrative product Moto G. It was 
a win-win situation for both parties as Motorola didn’t had to 
go through the lengthy, expensive and difficult procedure of 
setting up a supply chain for its product; while Flipkart could 
actually establish itself as a exclusive and trustworthy partner 
which could not just not just help in increasing the brand value 
of the portal but also will draw additionaleyeballs to the 
website besides increasing the sales for the portal. 

2.1) XIAOMI A DISRUPTIVE SMART PHONE 
COMPANY 

Xiaomi which is always compared to Apple. So much so that 
it is also called as the “Apple of China”. A very simple phone 
with good specifications, Android OS. It has a springboard of 
pages filled with apps and widgets, limitless customisations in 
the form themes presenting a litany of colourful icons and 
wallpapers. It was nothing like an Android smartphone, yet 
with all the benefits of the OS, with things like widgets, 
advanced notifications and an open app ecosystem where apps 
talked to apps. With a unmatched user experience, with a solid 
hardware and at a very competitive price..say a phone worth 
40,000 INR at just say about 18,000. 

2.3) BUSINESS MODEL OF XIAOMI 

It follows a “Xiaomi Business Model”: 

1) It sells phones in predefined lots- ONLY ONLINE, thus 
avoiding around 20-30% on distribution and logistics.  

2) It sells the phone at its cost and earns profits with sheer 
economies of scale and through its services. 

3) Xiaomi is able to make price concessions thanks to the 
combination of a small portfolio and longer average 
selling time per device. That’s important because the 
longer runway for devices gives Xiaomi leverage to 
secure better component deals with its suppliers. They 
continue to ride the cost curve, so the importance of 
having a very small portfolio is significant — the fact that 
they only launch a few products each year, and (the fact 
that) they only have two product families. 

4) There are other factors that contribute to the cost 
structure, including Xiaomi’s, online-only marketing 
focus and its location close to manufacturing plants in 
China. 
 

5) Xiaomi is like bits abd pieces of Google, and Apple, and 
Amaon. They have the software engineering horsepower 
of Google, the design ambitions of an Apple and the e-
commerce platform and customer service focus of an 
Amazon. 
 

2.4) Xiaomi’s recipe: a tailored value chain 

According to Harvard professor Michael Porter, for achieving 
a sustainable competitive advantage all the secondary as well 
as the primary activities of the company should be tailored to 
add value to the end customer.  

In the case of Xiaomi: 

 The target audience is young, internet-savvy who is 
extremely desperate to profile themselves socially.  

 Given this we have tried to co-relate Porter’s Value chain 
with that of Xiaomi’s case. 

 Xiaomi produces relatively cheap yet good devices. With 
very simple model which gives value for money to the 
end consumer.  

 Now this is achieved by Xiaomi by simply eliminating 
some activities from its supply chain which don’t add any 
value to the consumer. 

 Xiaomi then focuses on the most important 
features/requirements of its young target audience- who 
wants a very good social presence, attractive accessories, 
cheap covers, good hardware and decent software smart 
phones.  

 The marketing is mostly word-of-mouth and as they call it 
as word-of-mouse, adding to a sense of community and 
belonging.  

 The biggest selling point is its messaging app, which 
further covers the consumer’s social needs. For Xiaomi’s 
customers messaging app adds to the group feeling. The 
app is one element in a consistent story 

2.5) SOFTWARE & HARDWARE 

As they call it as a “living OS” which gets updated weekly, 
thus improving the hardware experience through the product 
life cycle. The synergy between the hardware and software is 
one of the biggest strength of xiaomi.It has top-of-the-line 
hardware that makes these phones extremely appealing. It uses 
high quality components, even is it new in the morning but its 
hardware can give big brands such as Samsung a run for their 
money.  

They have partnered with Flipkart to initially sell the Mi3 
exclusively. Xiaomi has set up 36 service stations in India 
including two exclusive Mic enters at Mumbai and Delhi. 
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6) LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

1) Due to time and other constraints only Delhi/NCR region 
could be covered. In the coming future we are planning to 
conduct an online survey through network of friends 
connected through various social networks such as 
Facebook, Twitter to get a more holistic picture. 

6. CONCLUSION 

With our research paper we wish to conclude that: 

1) This new model adopted by Xiaomi is proving to be 
extremely successful both for its young target audience as 
well as the online portals. Seeing the success story of 
Xiaomi, we can say that many brands/products will walk 
in its shoes by an exclusive online launch. 

2) In less than 1.5 year the kind of growth Xiaomi has shown 
and the kind of thrust it has given to the online sales is 
commendable. 

3) Xiaomi has worked very effectively towards 
understanding the needs of its target audience-who is 
young, energetic and wants a good social presence. By 
providing these youngster a good power packed phone, 
at cheap cost these brands not just create immediate sales 
but also earn the brand loyalty of this age group.  

4) For the Online Portals like Flipkart, Snapdeal and 
Amazon they have earned a good margin for themselves 
on each unit sold, besides creating a positioning of special 
shopping e-commerce site which provides exclusive 
products to their customers on reasonable price range. 
And with Exclusive preview sale they get more and 
regular visitors onto their website. 
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